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25/10/20  Flore Park Rovers 2 Roade Lions  8 
                                                               

FPR recorded a fourth successive reverse as they were comprehensively beaten by a 
physically strong, neat, tidy and efficient Roade outfit. Despite the score line FPR can 
take plenty of positives from a performance that saw them become stronger as the game 
wore on. The energy and commitment of the whole team was impressive while it was 
pleasing to see Sam open his FPR goal-scoring account and for Charlie to score his first 
of the new season. 
 
A pre-match downpour ensured that the match was played in very tricky conditions, the 
lower half of the pitch becoming something of a quagmire. 
 
Initially, FPR held their own and kept Their opponents at arm’s length. However, on 9 
minutes a tremendous curling effort right onto the postage stamp from 20 yards out left 
Caleb with no chance in goal. The Lions had their tails up and added a second just 4 
minutes later, on this occasion FPR we’re guilty of not communicating at the back and 
consequently failed to clear their lines and allowed the striker to fire home from point 
blank range. 
 
FPR regrouped and tried to rally, however on 22 minutes a counter-attack caused 
mayhem in the FPR penalty area in the melee a mishit shot took a wicked deflection and 
found the bottom right-hand corner. 
 
On the half hour Sam and Charlie combined well with the latter laying a neat ball to Adam 
(playing his 200th game for FPR) who beat his man but shot just wide. 
 
FPR concedes a fourth on 35 minutes when another cross was not fully cleared, and the 
ball was eventually scrambled home from a yard out. 
 
Again, FPR responded positively, Adam bursting forward playing the ball inside to Sam 
who saw his first-time effort go narrowly wide. 
 
Just prior to the break Roade added a fifth, there was a suspicion of handball in the 
build-up however, the winger was allowed to play on and cross for tv e striker who tucked 
the ball home from close range. 
 
FPR came out positively for the second half but soon found themselves seven goals 
down as Roade score on 50 and 54 minutes. The sixth goal came when Caleb could not 
hold onto a header when under pressure from the striker who poked the loose ball home. 
The seventh came from a fine break from Roade down the left, the cross finding the 
striker who curled the ball nonchalantly home. 
 
Lesser teams would have imploded, however FPR responded with perhaps the goal of 
the match, Caleb cleared the ball to George in half way, he turned and found Sam with a 
fine pass, the striker Took a touch, looked up before sending a fierce shot from 25 yards 
beyond the helpless keeper. 
 
FPR were then awarded a free kick which Sam struck sweetly but just over. 



 
Somewhat against the run of play Roade added an eighth goal in 76 minutes, a long ball 
over the top found the striker who finished well. 
 
Again, the FPR response was strong as Adam saw a fine curling shot tipped wide by the 
keeper at full stretch. 
 
With the final play of the match the referee played a fine advantage after James had 
been clattered in the Roade half, Charlie picked up the loose ball drove forward and 
finished with aplomb. 
 
While the score line is far from flattering FPR can learn from this match and work on the 
positives. As always the commitment and enthusiasm from all the lads was second to 
none; Roade are a strong and competitive team who will be in the top three come the 
end of the season, they had to work throughout this match to get their rewards. 
 
Well done lads - the results will come! 
 
 


